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Accessions report, April 2017 – March 2018
Introduction by the chairman of FoTKA
This report presents the highlights of the 253 accessions received by East Sussex Record Office
at The Keep over a twelve-month period. Many of them – almost 15% – have been funded
by grants from the Friends of The Keep Archives, amounting to nearly £11,000.
Perhaps the highlight of the year was the purchase of 72 lantern slides showing the
construction of the Beachy Head lighthouse between 1901 and 1902, but the sheer variety of
The Keep’s acquisitions is remarkable, as is the energy and enthusiasm with which they have
been pursued.
In 1924, the Keeper of the National Archives of Canada summed up the essential value of
keeping and maintaining accurate and comprehensive records in an organised archive when
he said:
Of all national assets, archives are the most precious, they are the gifts of one generation to
another, and the extent of our care of them marks the extent of our civilisation. As a rule
the papers of a given generation are seldom required after their primary use; but when all
personal touch with that period has ceased, then these records assume a startling importance,
for they replace hands that have vanished and lips that are sealed.
As we face an uncertain future, such words must be borne in mind and taken to heart by
anyone in whose hands the future of County Record Offices lies.
Lady Teviot, Chairman
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East Sussex Accessions, 2017-2018
We are again grateful to the Friends of the Keep Archives (FoTKA) for the publication of
another Annual Report of acquisitions. During 2017-2018 the effects of the publicity which
surrounded our move to The Keep at Falmer, although still visible, had somewhat diminished:
at 251 there were significantly fewer accessions, down by 60 since last year – but the
distribution of the accessions was maintained, with over a third of the material arriving at our
door attributable to Brighton and Hove and the remainder to East Sussex.
As will become apparent, a considerable number of these accessions, and many of the most
interesting and informative ones, we owe to the financial support of FoTKA which in the
period under review supported our acquisitions to the tune of almost £11,000, with a further
£6,000 of funding for equipment and projects.
The year began with a drive to Whiligh in Ticehurst, the home of the Courthope family
whose extensive archive, including outstanding manorial records, early title deeds and
farming accounts, was transferred to ESRO with the holdings of the Sussex Archaeological
Society in 1982. The second family home, Sprivers at Horsmonden in Kent, passed in
1966 to the National Trust, which in 1976 granted the property out on a long lease. By
1979 large quantities of the family’s archive had found its way to the premises of a North
London antiquarian bookseller, from whom many bundles of 19th-century Courthope
correspondence, along with the diary of Joan Courthope, 1899-1910, eventually passed to a
private collector from Hammersmith. ESRO maintained friendly contact with him, but on his
death last year it transpired that he had bequeathed his collection back to the family, who
generously passed it to us. The visit to Whiligh was to collect this material (12833), and much
else besides; the huge task of listing it has already begun.
Via the National Trust, we received a copy of a typescript transcript, made by a Harvard
professor in 1920, of Humphry Repton’s reports on Sheffield Place to John Baker Holroyd,
Lord Sheffield, based on visits between 1789 and 1801 (12848). In 1993, with the aid
of FESRO, we bought Repton’s Red Book for Heathfield Park (AMS 6310), which in this
bicentenary year is to be loaned to an exhibition at the Garden Museum in Lambeth.
In the summer of 2017 we were asked to remove archival and scarce printed material from
the muniment room and basement of Eastbourne Library. Imminent work on the installation
of new windows would affect these
areas, and it seemed a good idea to
take as much as possible out of harm’s
way. We started in May, going once a
week initially, then twice as the deadline
for the building work approached.
At the start of such a job it is always
exciting to wonder what discoveries
might be in store, and it was a very
enjoyable and rewarding experience.

Walter Budgen’s sons Douglas Adam and
Harold Walter Budgen canoeing on the
Lottbridge Sewer, Eastbourne, c1908
(R/L 40/3/1D/16)
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The first major discovery was a
massive accumulation of glass
negatives and lantern slides.
These were the work of several
photographers, and many were
by the Revd Walter Budgen
(1862-1952), who bequeathed
his vast photographic collections
to Eastbourne Library. Budgen
was curate of St Mary’s Church,
Eastbourne, 1900-1910, and
served as vicar of Bodle Street,
1910-1912. He then returned to
Eastbourne, becoming an expert
on local history and archaeology,
and these interests took over
his life. In 1910 he became
Curator of Deeds at the Sussex
Archaeological Society, and
published Old Eastbourne, still
the standard work on the town’s
history, in 1912. He is thought
to have continued listing
documents right up to the time
of his death, aged 90, in 1952.
The photographic collections
Kitty Quill, c1910; she supplied flowers to Princess Alice, daughter
included a large number of
of Queen Victoria on her visit to Eastbourne in 1878 and thereafter
albums illustrating Eastbourne’s
carried a 'by appointment' plaque on her basket (R/L 41/6/1/310)
history and development,
and there are also many paintings and prints. The archive of Eastbourne Natural History,
Photographic and Literary Society contains a series of mounted photographs mostly dating
from the 1930s. There are fascinating images of bomb-damaged Eastbourne during the
Second World War, made by the Eastbourne Herald photographer Harry Deal and press
photographer Roy Hudson.
In 2008 we purchased a collection of glass negatives of the Eastbourne photographer
Frederick Bourne at auction, thanks to FESRO (now FoTKA). These full-plate negatives were of
a high quality and it seemed unfortunate that our acquisition represented the only surviving
fragment of what must have been an extensive archive. It was therefore exciting to realise
that there were more at the library, but listed under the names of John Wills and his son Percy
Edward Wills, the photographers who took over the business after Bourne died in 1921.
It was decided that the glass negatives were a priority, and conservator Melissa Williams and
her team of volunteers carefully removed them. All the negatives and lantern slides have now
been cleaned and packaged, and a project is underway to scan and catalogue every item;
so far around 3,300 negatives have been processed. Melissa also assessed the muniment
room for mould, and unsurprisingly for a basement area, a fairly large proportion of material
has needed treatment. As part of the project, we decided to take nearly 400 volumes of
Friends of The Keep Archives Accessions Report 2017-2018
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Conservation volunteers Jennifer Nash and Elaine MacGregor cleaning negatives

Eastbourne newspapers. Most were in very good condition, but to avoid the possibility of
introducing mould to the repository areas it was necessary to inspect and clean every one.
Sadly the many private schools which flourished locally are poorly represented in our holdings,
so we were delighted to obtain photographs and magazines from St Cyprian’s, between 1911
and 1916 the alma mater of Eric Blair (the writer George Orwell), who is pictured in the Cadet
Corps band. Also included is a caricature of the school nurse (opposite) by his fellow pupil
Walter Christie (1905-1983), born like Blair in India, who would go on to play a leading role in
the country’s independence. There is a multitude of antiquarian guide books, and records of a
number of local associations, from Eastbourne Literary Luncheons to minutes of the Dominie
Club of Schoolmasters. There are scrapbooks of seaweeds made by Mary van Somner on the
shore at Eastbourne before it was disturbed, 1870-1873, and country diaries by Gertrude
Leese (1870-1963), who lived at Twytton House, Alfriston.
At this time of the commemoration of the First World War centenary, we were very pleased to
find the County Borough of Eastbourne war memorial, a roll of honour listing names, details
of military service and circumstances of death of the town’s enlisted men. We also found a
considerable number of fragile government First World War posters, which have benefited
from the attentions of our conservation team and are now available for public inspection.
We completed checking the muniment room in time for the commencement of building
works, then returned again in early 2018 to trawl through the basement area. This was well
worth doing, and important finds included additional material relating to Eastbourne private
schools and a vast number of negatives created by Beckett Newspapers, publishers of the
Eastbourne Herald and Eastbourne Gazette.
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The bulk of the material is now available to browse on our online catalogue, mostly under the
reference ACC 12853, and some material has been listed more fully under R/L references.
In November 2017 we were equally intrigued and alarmed to discover that over 70 lantern
slides illustrating the construction of the Beachy Head Lighthouse were coming up for sale
in a Penzance auction house. Their publicity department made a very good job of splashing
the images across the national press, and we expected a great deal of competition – we
had only ten days to raise what was likely to be several thousand pounds. Beachy Head is
an iconic feature of the landscape of East Sussex, and it was impossible to let this record of
our maritime heritage go without a struggle. The site of a naval engagement in 1690 and
celebrated by Eric Ravilious (1903-1942) in watercolours of 1939, the lighthouse and its
setting also provides an element of the frieze which decorates the external faces of The Keep.
When Christopher Whittick entered the bidding on 30 November, he was backed not only
by FoTKA but by an impressive cohort of Eastbourne and district online donors (including
members of the Beachy Head Lighthouse Save the Stripes Campaign), the V&A Purchase
Grant Fund, The Friends of the National Libraries, the Corporation of Trinity House and a
donor who was keen to save the images ‘at almost any price’. Everyone was relieved and
delighted when the slides were knocked down to us for £4400 hammer (£5350 including
premium and VAT). There was much local publicity – the purchase featured twice on local
television news – and we projected the images onto the façade of The Keep to great effect.
It is clear that the slides were used to give lectures, but the identity of their creator is
uncertain. One possibility is that they belonged to the architect of the lighthouse, Sir Thomas
Matthews (1849-1930) the Engineer-in-Chief at Trinity House. He was born in Penzance and
it is tempting to see a link with the collection ending up at an auction house there. Another
candidate is Albert Havelock Case, the resident engineer.
Matthews designed over a dozen lighthouses, but Beachy Head is considered his most notable
achievement. There was already a
lighthouse – Belle Tout – in existence,
but the top of the cliff was often
shrouded in mist and the structure
was considered to be in danger
of collapse. In 1899 the decision
was taken to replace it, and in the
following year work started on a new
site, about 165 metres seawards from
the base of the cliff. The building
involved the construction of a coffer
dam and a cableway running from the
top of the cliff; there was also a sea
stage and landing stage. The tower
was built with 3,660 tons of Cornish
granite, which was mined, shaped and
numbered at the De Lank quarry near
St Breward in North Cornwall.
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when someone demonstrated his facility
with a pick and put it through his big toe.
The lighthouse took two years to construct
and was first lit on 2 October 1902. This
record of the course of its building can
be viewed on The Keep Reference Room
computers (AMS 7255).

The bravery of the workmen is evident –
even descending the cliff using the rather
precarious system of ladders was hazardous
given the unstable nature of the rock. Men
are pictured travelling on the cableway
without a hard hat to be seen, and high
up on the tower with only a flimsy rope
barrier for protection. A newspaper article
tells the experiences of workman Alexander
Mockett (AMS 7255/2/3) who recounts that
the cable car once stopped working in a
blizzard and the men were left swinging,
sometimes knocking against the cliff, until
they were rescued. But apparently the worst
injury sustained during the project was
In 1979 the Sheffield Park archive was
discovered at The Cottage, Fletching, and
in 2017 the new owner presented further
papers (12886) illustrating the life of May
Attenborough (above), daughter of the
rector. Her adoptive father Lord Sheffield
died in 1909, and her first husband was
killed within a month of landing in France
in August 1914. Clearly of a resilient
nature, she then served as a VAD in Egypt
and France, and in 1918 was appointed
commandant of a Women’s Auxiliary Army
Corps camp at Le Tréport. Members of
FoTKA visited The Cottage during their
outing to Fletching on 29 June 2018.
Friends of The Keep Archives Accessions Report 2017-2018
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Sometimes records are bequeathed to the office. We visited the home of Dora Churcher who
had died in 2017 and left her considerable collections relating to Bodiam to ESRO (12983;
now AMS 7283). There was a large series of scrapbooks compiled by Mrs Churcher, and
papers of Mrs Erica Gertrude Levett to add to the already considerable archive which we hold
for her family, who lived at Court Lodge Farm, Bodiam. Erica undertook research into local
history and there are references to parish records which are now lost, including the Bodiam
vestry minutes, 1882-1923. Among the papers found at the house was the Bodiam WI Jubilee
scrapbook for 1965, which contained a fine set of photographs commissioned by Guinness
Hop Farms Ltd of their Bodiam estate to illustrate the seasonal processes in the production of
hops (now listed as WI 46/2/1).
Bodiam again featured in the purchase of a group of papers connected with a proposed
museum at Bodiam Castle. George Nathaniel Curzon, Marquess Curzon of Kedleston and
a former viceroy of India, bought the Bodiam estate in 1917, the year of his tempestuous
second marriage and his entry into the War Cabinet. He restored the castle, and his lavish
description of his achievement was posthumously published the year after his death in
1925, when the castle passed to the National Trust. These papers, which were bought from
the same dealer three months apart and must derive from the archive at Kedleston Hall in
Derbyshire, consist of letters to the marquess from James William Past of Castle Cottage,

Left: Mrs Baldock-Apps hop training (‘thirding’)
Right: ‘Hooking’ binding wires
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Bodiam, about his plans for a museum at the castle. Included are both designs for the
building, plans for the layout of the displays and some of the proposed exhibits, including
watercolours and photographs from 1805 onwards. The Past family were custodians at
Bodiam Castle over several generations (12972, 13023, now AMS 7276).
The journal of Mary Emily Burns, wife of the Revd James Thompson Burns, rector of Berwick,
reached us by a rather roundabout route. The donor visited The Keep with the volume which
had been given to her mother by a former Berwick churchwarden, presumably because
members of the family feature in it. It is not a formal diary; the narrative is intermittent,
sometimes written retrospectively, and interspersed with photographs. The couple started
their married life in Cairo in 1906, then moved to Port Said the following year. In 1911
they returned to Britain and lived at Woodcot in Clatford, before moving to Warminster in
Wiltshire in October 1912. James was told about the vacancy of Berwick by the Revd Ernest
Ellman, then living at Warminster, whose father Edward Boys Ellman had been the incumbent
of Berwick from 1846 and died in 1911, aged 90. James and Mary arrived at the Sussex living
on 5 April 1913.
The First World War intrudes on the pages. In April 1916 there is a reference to Zeppelin
raids, and two trains were held up at Berwick Station for six hours. Mary was a registrar
for ‘feminine labour’ (presumably the Women’s Land Army) but a 1916 newscutting in the
book mentions that she has not secured many labourers, since many of the village women
were elderly and had increased responsibilities with their relatives away fighting. But Berwick
gardens were well kept with probably more vegetables grown than the previous year; Mrs
Burns and the rector had a large plot, and were seen attending to it daily, even in bad
weather. Another newscutting in November of the same year states that rations had been
curtailed and no servants were now kept at the rectory, and Mrs Burns did the cooking. In
February 1917 the last church social for men and boys was held – the club had to be closed
because by then there were so few left. In October 1918 influenza was very bad in the village
and whole families were laid up.

Edie Prodger, Tryphena, May and Dollie Westgate outside Thatched Cottage looking towards the School House,
Berwick
Friends of The Keep Archives Accessions Report 2017-2018
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There are also many entries concerning local people and their vicissitudes. In January 1916
Fred Bray of Litlington ran into a motor car when he was on his motor cycle and his leg
was so badly crushed it had to be taken off; Fred Westgate, aged 16, was taken to hospital
where he died in the following July; in March 1917 former housemaid Florrie had her foot
amputated because it had become tubercular. The couple left Berwick in 1928 when James
became rector of Iping with Chithurst and Iping Marsh, and one gets the impression that they
were much missed (12944; now AMS 7239).
At Gorringes in October, we competed for further sketchbooks of the Graham family of
Edmond Castle in Cumberland and The Elms, Eastbourne (12960; now AMS 7107/3-4).
Thomas Henry and John Graham were the first and second of the five children of Thomas
Graham FSA (1751-1813) of Edmond Castle in Cumberland (but practising as a solicitor in
Lincoln’s Inn) and his wife Elizabeth Susannah (1764-1844), daughter of John Davenport
of The Hall, Clapham, an army clothier. In 1821 John Graham would marry Caroline Elinor,
the daughter of Edward Jeremiah Curteis of Windmill Hill Place in Wartling, but the family’s
annual visits to Eastbourne were probably prompted by the residence of their mother’s
brother Richard Davenport at Darwell Bank in Robertsbridge.
Elizabeth Graham wrote two popular books – Eighteen Maxims on Neatness and Good Order,
published by Hatchard in 1817 under the pseudonym Theresa Tidy, and, as Lemuel Gulliver
jnr, Voyage to Locuta, published in 1818. A fragment of the archive of the family is held by
the Lambeth Archives Department including a remarkable Family Chronicle for 1818, with
weekly contributions by the children, known by the collective noun of the Timeans (Thomas
Henry, John, Maria, Emily and Ann).

The first stop on John Graham’s journey to Waterloo: Dessin’s Hotel, Calais, 15 August 1815 (AMS 7107/3/3)
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The self-conscious
and acutely observant
character of the family
is displayed in all the
sketchbooks, which
reflect the leisure
activities of the moneyed
visitors to Eastbourne,
‘long consecrated as
the autumnal abode
of the Timean family’.
We already held one
sketchbook – featured in
the Report for 2014-16
– and copies of more.
With help from the
Government Purchase
Grant Fund and FoTKA
we were successful with
bids of £1000 for each
book, producing a total of £2504 with premium. The first records John Graham’s visit to the
battlefield at Waterloo in August 1815, only two months after the battle on 18 June, and
a second contains further Sussex views, including a charming birthday picnic for Elizabeth
Graham on the Downs above Ratton on 15 October 1832 (above) and the new lighthouse at
Belle Tout ‘lighted for the first time on the evening of October 1st 1828’.
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By co-incidence,
we received two
sets of scrapbooks
compiled by former
mayors of Lewes
– Hereward Eric
Parrish (12852)
and John Tilbury
(12862). Parrish,
who served two
terms between
1950 and 1952,
had the honour to
receive Her Majesty
the Queen (then
Princess Elizabeth)
when she visited
Lewes on 18 May
1951. She had
started the day at Hastings, and the scrapbook of the town clerk Norman Lester (12320/1)
records that element of her seven hours in East Sussex.
A museum in Hampshire sent us lists of the donations to a subscription in aid of the family
of Alfred Pope, 42, a well-digger of Broyle Lane, Ringmer and a married man with seven
children, who was suffocated by carbon monoxide gas while digging a well on New Year’s Eve
1897; also killed was Frederick Ford, 23, of the same address, who was lowered down the
well to assist Ford (12870; now AMS 7231). The report of the inquest in the Sussex Express
states that the well was on the property of Lord Gage (who heads the subscription-lists with a
donation of £10).
In 2016 Lewes resident John Henty gave us his collection of papers relating to Mabel Lucie
Attwell, which we featured in the following Report. John is a very versatile man, and counts
a long career in local radio among his many achievements. Between 1987 and 1994 he
recorded 352 magazine programmes for hospital radio, each of 30 minutes’ duration, with
the title Nice ‘n Easy. John had a knack of persuading the famous from all walks of life to
contribute to the show, and characters as diverse as Charlton Heston, Des Lynam, Max Miller,
Denis Healy, Ken Dodd, Sir Richard Attenborough and Tiny Tim are included in the 176 hours
of recordings (12918; now AMS 7160/2). With support from FoTKA we were able to have all
this material digitised, and look forward to the time when the Keep website will be able to
provide a link to them.
Begun in 1872, the Sub-Wealden Borehole near Netherfield was intended as a purely scientific
exercise, although some of the promoters hoped that coal, oil or gas might be discovered.
The bore reached almost 2000 feet, but between 130 and 160 feet encountered thick seams
of gypsum. On 15 May 1876 the Sub-Wealden Gypsum Company was incorporated, and the
works are still in operation. Although its activities are reflected in the records of neighbouring
landowners and local authorities, and occasionally those of the coroner, no substantive
archive seemed to have survived. That was corrected in August 2017, when 14 letter-books,
in a broken series covering 1877-1916, plans of the aerial ropeway and some recent publicity
material were purchased from a dealer with FoTKA’s help (12929; now AMS 7292).
12
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In September 2017, at the knock-down price of £97.80, we purchased two boxes of
documents of the Harison family of Sutton Place in Seaford (12979; now AMS 7241). They
arrived there in 1654, when Captain Thomas Harison married Ann Elphick, daughter and
co-heir of Thomas Elphick of Sutton. They inherited from the Thomas family the patronage
of one of the borough’s parliamentary seats, and played an influential role in the politics of
Seaford, of which they served as Bailiff on no fewer than 48 occasions. Lancelot Harison,
born in Brussels in 1854, settled in Surrey. He became blind in 1880, and in 1892 married
Mariabella, daughter of the antiquary John Eliot Hodgkin FSA of Richmond, who with her
sister had founded a Braille magazine for the blind in 1889. Hodgkin’s manuscript collection,
said to exhibit a ‘piquant and animating diversity’, was the subject of a report by the Historical
Manuscripts Commission in 1897. Conquering his disability, Lancelot’s diaries reveal a man
greatly interested in the natural world and horse racing. His surviving son Iva Lancelot Harison
was a master printer with a works in Wembley, which was inherited on his death in 1964 by
his stepson Thomas Alfred Harison, whose death at Eastbourne in 2012 probably propelled
this remnant of the family archive towards the saleroom. These papers were almost certainly
inspected by Mark Anthony Lower, who in1855 based passages in his Memorials of ...
Seaford on them.

The star item is an anonymous diary and commonplace book, which can be attributed to
Thomas Harison of Sutton Place, covering February – September 1795. The author’s journey
to Quiberon Bay matches a statement in Lower’s pedigree of the family that Thomas Harison,
son of Lancelot Harison of Folkington and Sutton, served ‘in the army, died unmarried at
Quiberon Bay’. In fact Lower misinterpreted the diary, from which it is clear that Harison was
not an army officer but a Quarter Master Commissary, a civilian position, in the Ordnance
Office. Before embarking for Quiberon, Harison was an eye-witness at the execution of
Edward Cook and Samuel Parish, privates in the Oxfordshire Militia, at Goldstone Bottom,
following a riot at Blatchington Barracks near Seaford; also present was Jane Austen’s brother
Henry, a captain in the regiment. The diary includes a diagram of the event (above) with
Friends of The Keep Archives Accessions Report 2017-2018
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details of the military units present, the prisoners and their movements. Once at Quiberon
Harison records little action, other than the regular deaths of the horses it had been his task
to bring to the island. He dived for shellfish and ate well – his description of ‘what is called
in the North a Knead Cake, … and what the sailors name pancakes, very relishable’ is the
earliest occurrence of the term and has been contributed to the Oxford English Dictionary.
In November 2017 we bid at Chiswick Auctions, sight unseen, for papers advertised as the
correspondence of the Sussex Society for the Protection of Agriculture, 1844-1845, and
with FoTKA’s assistance were successful. They proved to be something of a mixed bag, but
contained some surprises (13038; now AMS 7288). The Sussex Society was founded at a
meeting on 29 January 1844, chaired by John Ellman of Glynde. Its object was to thwart
the activities of the Anti-Corn-Law League, which had allegedly sought to manipulate the
electoral register by the creation of 40-shilling freeholds and their purchase by its Manchesterbased members. In March 1846 these activities were scrutinised in parliament, to which much
illuminating evidence was given by the Sussex Society’s secretary William Wyndham Burrell.
Also examined were the Brighton solicitors George Dempster and Henry Verrall, from whose
activities Burrell sought to distance the Society. The Corn Laws were repealed later the same
year, but the Sussex Society continued, with a flurry of activity when in 1852, on the fall of
Lord John Russell’s government, the Anti-Corn Law League was briefly revived.

The lot also contained an entirely unrelated gem, a paper inscribed ‘Miss Mary Corney No 62
Carlton Hill, Brighton, Sussex, born 4th June 1827; written without hands by John Curtis of St
Hilary Cornwall, 10 August 1849’. It was almost certainly produced at Brighton Racecourse,
where that year’s autumn meeting ran from Thursday and Friday 9-10 August. A recent post
on a genealogy website refers to a similar paper, written for John Lee of 16th Queens Lancers
by John Curtis of St Hilary ‘without a hand’ at York Steeplechases on the 4th of April 1864.
No plausible John Curtis can be identified, but Mary Corney (1827-1925), the fourth daughter
of Thomas Corney, a wheelwright of Mighell Street, Brighton and his wife Mary, can be
readily traced. Married for only five years to a local milkman, and working in her widowhood
as a dressmaker, she died at the age of 99 in 1925.
14
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Ever since we received the
magnificent Coronation
Scrapbook compiled by Northiam
Women’s Institute in 1952 (WI
101/5/1), we have wondered
what had become of the many
original documents which were
photographed for the project.
On a bitterly cold day in January
2018 we were delighted to
take delivery of the missing
material, dating from 1625,
and many more besides, still in
the custody of the daughter of
the book’s compiler Mrs Nellie
Perigoe (13034). Included was a
magnificent map made in 1729
by John Stonestreet, showing
the land around the house from
which we collected the records
almost 300 years later, and a
much more precise survey of
1869 (right). We also collected
the extensive archive of the
family business as builders and
undertakers, which has been
carried out at the same address
since at least 1819.
In 1920 the then Duke of York gave a speech
at the Royal Academy promoting the wider use
of village signs, following which the Daily Mail
ran a national competition. The response of
Lady Gulielma Demetriadi, wife of Sir Stephen
Demetriadi of The Gote, Plumpton and 41 Hans
Place, London, was to donate a sign to the
village of Ringmer. As her unusual baptismal
names suggests, Lady Demetriadi’s interest
in Ringmer derived from her descent from
Sir William Springett of Broyle Place, whose
daughter Gulielma Maria married William
Penn, founder of Pennsylvania, in 1672. Both
William and John Harvard, who in 1636 married
Ann Sadler, daughter of the puritan vicar of
Ringmer, are commemorated on the sign. It was
unveiled by George Brinton McClellan Harvey,
the ambassador of the United States (right)
inexplicably in academic dress, on a windy
24 October 1923.
Friends of The Keep Archives Accessions Report 2017-2018
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Regrettably the sign seems
to have been a matter
of controversy from the
outset. The members of
Ringmer Parish Council
appear conspicuous by
their absence, and the
lead was taken by the
mayor and corporation
of the Borough of Lewes.
The likely explanation lies
in the fact that at this
date the Parish Council
chairman was William
Avis, a farm carter and a
trade union and Labour
Party activist. Frequent
restorations of the sign, the
The unveiling; note the eccentric figure of Sir William Grantham clad in his
loss of its commemorative
Sussex smock and top hat
copper panels and its final
replacement in plastic, unveiled by Robert Montgomery Scott of the American Embassy in
the presence of the original donor on 23 May 1972, are all illustrated by these papers
(13073; now P461/15/1).
Battle and District Historical Society was founded in 1950 and has a proud record of research
and publication. It does not, however, have the facilities to preserve the original documents
which are sometimes entrusted to its care, and in March 2018 we were delighted to receive
a document of 1493, endowing the anonymous bearer with the privileges and exemptions
enjoyed by the abbey and its tenants (13054). Documents like this must have been issued by
the score but we had never seen one before. Although dated 1493 it was still current over 40
years later, since all references
to the pope have been erased
in accordance with the Act
of Supremacy of 1534. The
parchment was accompanied
by a very competent transcript
made in 1935 by the
distinguished naval historian
Sir Alan Moore (1882-1959) of
Hancox in Whatlington, who
combined his scholarship with
employment as the Medical
Officer of Health of Battle
Rural District Council and Rye
Borough.

Gina Doherty of BDHS and Christopher Whittick with the parchment
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Brighton and Hove accessions, 2017-2018
Yet again FoTKA grants have enabled us to purchase some significant documents that record
the history of Brighton and Hove. In February, with the aid of FoTKA, we bought a West
Brighton Estate Company Ltd rent roll book (13039; now SFD 3/1/1) covering 1878 to 1886.
The land developed by the West Brighton Estate Company was owned by Ellen Stanford of
Preston Manor and its major shareholder was her uncle, William Morris. Morris leased 57
acres of land in Hove from the Stanford Estate, and using his own capital paid a builder to
erect houses which he then leased for terms of 3, 7, 14 or 21 years. Most entries relate to
properties in the area bounded by Kingsway, First Avenue, Fourth Avenue, Cromwell Road
and Lorna Road. The volume records the names of tenants, the terms of their leases and
payments made, and includes the names of local worthies such as the company promoter
and politician Baron Grant (born Abraham Gottheimer, 1831-1899), thought to be the model
for the corrupt financier Melmotte in Anthony Trollope’s novel The Way We Live Now, first
published serially in 1874-5.
In May 2017 we received a tentative approach from the owner of a Brighton diary for 1831,
written by a member of the Dashwood family of West Wycombe in Buckinghamshire. Our
overtures were to no avail, and the next time we saw it was at an auction in Nottingham.
It failed to meet its inflated reserve, at which point we again approached the owner with
an offer of £200. He phoned to say that by the time he got to the end of our letter ‘I was
virtually sobbing with remorse’ and, thanks to FoTKA, we were able to close the deal at £250.
The author of the diary (12920, now AMS 7237) was Edwin Sandys Dashwood (1797-1839)
of the Royal Horse Guards, who spent more than half the year in Brighton in attendance on
the royal family, but also found plenty of time to enjoy himself, attending balls at Brighton
and Lewes, visiting the Theatre Royal and hunting with the Brookside Harriers. He was friendly
with the Shiffners of Coombe Place, the Streatfeilds of the Rocks in Uckfield, and in October
formed part of the king’s guard of honour at the House of Lords. On 28 January 1831
Dashwood attended the king’s party at the Royal Pavilion, ‘staid there til 4 in the morning
– very full and splendid’. Only when researching the Brighton connections of the first Duke
of Sussex (Prince Augustus Frederick, 1773-1843) did it become clear that the party was in
honour of the duke’s birthday the day before. A fuller account of this acquisition, and of the
tragic life of Edwin Sandys Dashwood, will appear in the FoTKA Autumn Newsletter.
Dashwood died at Pau in
1839, and we were glad to
receive another accession
with a French connection
in July when scans of an
autograph book (right)
compiled during the First
World War were deposited
with us (12884). The book
was compiled by Roland
Vintras at the French
Convalescent Home,
Brighton, when it was used
as a hospital for Allied
servicemen.
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Roland Eugene Detrevieres Vintras was born in Brighton on 18 May 1908. He was the
grandson of Achille Vintras, the founder of the French Hospital in Shaftesbury Avenue,
London and of the French Convalescent Hospital in Brighton. Achille Vintras died in 1904
and Roland’s father, George Charles Louis Vintras, became physician and director of the
French Convalescent Hospital during the First World War when it was used to provide care
for wounded soldiers. The book contains signatures of British, Belgian and French servicemen
treated there and in some instances records the nature of their injury and at which battle
the wounds were received. Roland Vintras was educated at Brighton College. He became an
Air Commodore in the RAF, worked in Intelligence during the Second World War and was
awarded the CBE in 1946. He died in January 1984 in Hove. The depositor has expressed a
desire to present the original to The Keep in due course.

There seems to be an almost inexhaustible supply of archives relating to people’s experience
of the Second World War and we are always interested to receive material from this period.
The photographic archive of the Adams family of Grantham Road, Brighton, spans about
70 years – from the 1880s to the 1950s. Thanks to painstaking work by the depositor most
of the subjects are identified but the significance of one very small photograph escaped his
notice. It shows a group of people who appear to have been posed for an official photograph
at the Heinkel aircraft factory in Germany (above). On closer inspection it is clear that some
of the men are wearing the uniforms of the SS and the SA. The two men in the centre of
the photograph are Willy Heinkel and, in his trademark white trenchcoat, Joseph Goebbels,
Hitler’s minister of propaganda. I have since contacted the depositor who can’t account for
the photograph’s presence in his family archive. However, the most likely explanation comes
courtesy of his brother Sir Walter Adams who, between 1933 and 1938, was secretary of the
Academic Assistance Council which was formed by William Beveridge, then Director of the
18
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London School of Economics, to rescue German academic Jews from persecution and find
places of safety for them in British and American universities. Walter Adams made a visit to
his mother-in-law, Xenia Makarov, in Czechoslovakia in 1934 and may have taken or been
given the photo during the trip. We dated the photograph to before the Night of the Long
Knives (June 1934), after which it is unlikely that any people in SA uniforms would have been
allowed to appear even in relatively informal photographs such as this.
As the Adams’ family photographs
demonstrate, many of our holdings relate to
life well beyond the borders of East Sussex.
The illustrated memoir of Gordon ‘Andy’
Anderson records his experiences as a US
Navy serviceman and his life in Paris, before
moving to Brighton in the mid-1950s (12975;
now AMS 7269). Born in Minnesota in 1929,
Andy moved to Washington State as a young
child. He joined the US Navy in 1949 and saw
the first tests of the hydrogen bomb whilst
serving on USS Curtiss. Whilst stationed in
Paris, Anderson met his partner, the Brighton
artist William de Belleroche. Anderson made
his first visit to 5 Arundel Terrace in 1955
and moved in with De Belleroche soon
afterwards. The couple had a huge social
network which included actors, writers
and artists including Duncan Grant, who
painted Anderson’s portrait (right). William
de Belleroche died in 1969 but Anderson
continued to live at Arundel Terrace until his
death in 2017. The memoir gives a detailed account of his life, with particular focus on his
time in Brighton, and biographies of William de Belleroche and his parents, the artist Albert
de Belleroche and his wife Julie.
Although the majority of our work concerns the accessioning and listing of newly acquired
archives we also try to ensure that previously unlisted material receives the attention it
deserves. About 20 years ago my predecessor, Wendy Walker, took in a large number of
files from the Brighton Town Clerk’s department; they are a fascinating and detailed series
covering a huge range of subject-matter from slum clearance to royal visits, and date from the
1930s to the 1980s (DB/B 393). A large proportion of the files relates to new building projects
or the maintenance of structures for which the council had some responsibility, including
the West Pier, Marine Gate, and the SS Brighton. The Sports Stadium (SS) Brighton in West
Street was opened in June 1934. Initially the building housed a swimming pool but after an
unsuccessful first year it was reopened in October 1935 as a skating rink. SS Brighton became
home to Brighton Tigers ice hockey team and staged many performances by internationally
renowned stars. The venue was closed down in 1965 and demolished shortly afterwards.
We were fortunate to receive a donation of programmes for Brighton Tigers games and iceskating shows (photo on back cover) held there during the1950s and 60s (12872).
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The SS Brighton was expert at producing eye-catching programmes which always depicted
both their establishment and Brighton itself in a glamorous light, but the papers of the
Brighton Weekenders Holiday Scheme (12890), established in 1966 following the regular
influx of youths during bank holidays, paint a distinctly seedier picture of the town. Kings
Road arch 190 was set up as an enquiry centre that would forward visitors without a bed
for the night to church halls throughout Brighton. There they were offered a bed roll and a
coffee for 2s 6d. The donor of these papers was involved with the scheme and his account
records clashes between mods and rockers, and mentions that the centres were used by local
homeless people as well as the visiting youths for whose benefit the scheme had been set up.
One of these centres was situated at Moulsecoomb and in October we were lucky to receive a
donation relating to the new estate’s church of St Andrew. A first for ESRO and quite possibly
unique in the parish archives of the country, the architect’s design for the proposed church is
represented on a 80-piece jigsaw puzzle (12963; now PAR 423/4/4/8).

We hold few archives for Catholic churches in East Sussex or Brighton & Hove, so were
delighted to accept records from St John the Baptist in Brighton (13044), where office
buildings had unfortunately suffered a major fire in 2017. Whilst few records were lost many
were scorched or dampened when the fire was extinguished. Conservation work is being
carried out on the worst-affected records and the project has not yet been completed. I hope
to be able to write in more detail about this interesting addition to ESRO’s holdings in next
year’s report.
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